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The Export Center allows multiple users to define, manage and monitor multiple exports in one 

screen. Parameters for all exports can be pre-defined, scheduled, rescheduled, generated (or 

partially generated if need be), and provides a record listing dates, times, and status, of all 

exports. 

 

Once exports are defined and selected, users must verify that logs have been generated and 

copy has been assigned in Traffic. Users can then move verified exports into the Export Queue 

(the system does not automatically move exports into the queue). Multiple exports can be 

simultaneously added to the queue and the system will generate them in order.  

 

There are two ways to generate exports from the Export Center: 

➢ If the working date of an export(s) is today’s date or the working date is in the past, that 

export will be preselected with a checkmark in the Gen column. At that point, they can 

be moved to the export queue by pressing the Generate button.  

➢ If the working date is in the future, the user must click in the Gen column, enter a priority 

number (if they do not want to use the default number), then press the Generate button 

to move the export(s) to the queue.  

 

Both methods require input from the user.  

 

As the exports are being generated, the user’s screen is free to do other work.  
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Accessing the Export Center 
Click on the “Export Center” button from the Affiliate Jobs screen to bring up the main Export 

Center screen. On this screen, you can view previously defined exports, add exports to the 

export queue to begin processing them, create new export specifications, and view a history of 

past exports. 
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Using the Export Center Screen 
The Export Manager checks whether exports are being generated every 60 seconds.  

 

Click on the Key icon in the bottom left corner for a description of what the different fields and 

colors represent.  

 

Export Center Header 
The top section of the screen lists all the previously defined exports.  

➢ Gen (generate) indicates which export(s) are ready to be exported 

➢ Export Type describes what type of export will be generated 

➢ Name is a title you give to describe the export that can be 50 characters long. Typically  

it describes what comprises the export or who is responsible for its generation 

➢ Vehicle List indicates the number of vehicles that make up the export 

➢ L, or Log Status for each export is determined when the Export Center screen is 

activated/entered. Each status is color coded as follows: 

o Green- Logs are Generated for export dates 

o Red- Logs are not Generated for export dates 

o Gray- Log status is undetermined 

o The export will be split if some of the vehicles are Ok (Green) and other vehicles 

are not Ok (Red) 

➢ C or Copy Status is determined when the Check Copy button is clicked. The copy 

status is color coded as follows: 

o Green- All spots for export dates have copy 

o Red- Not all spots for export dates have copy 

o Gray- Copy status is undetermined 

o The export will be split if some of the vehicles are Ok (Green) and other vehicles 

are not Ok (Red) 

➢ Working Date is the next date you need to generate the export. It is automatically 

calculated by subtracting the Lead Time from the Export Start Date, and cannot be 

altered by the user 

o For example, if the last export date is Sunday 7/20, the next Export Start Date 
would be Monday 7/21, so if the export should be generated on Thursday, the 
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lead time would need to be 4, because they are going to be generating it 4 days 
in advance (Sunday, Saturday, Friday, Thursday: 4 days)  

➢ Last Date Exported is the end date of the last export. Once set, this field will update 

automatically 

➢ Lead Time is the number of days prior to the start date of the log that the export needs 

to be generated 

➢ Cycle is number of days that should be generated at one time; usually 1 or 7  

➢ Export Start Date and Export End Date are the dates of the next export that needs to 

be done 

➢ The Lead Time and Cycle, when subtracted from the Export Start Date, will determine 

the Working Date 

➢ Pressing the X with the red background color undoes any export split or partial export 

that was created (see the Generating Partial Exports section below). 

Export Center Schedule Queue 

The bottom half of the screen lists all exports that you or anyone else has scheduled to run. The 

export with Priority 1 is currently running. The others priorities will run in priority number order.  

➢ The User initials are those of the user that generated the export request, and are 

defined in the User Profile screen 

➢ The Priority field lists the order in which the exports will be generated  

➢ The Status field indicates the stage of the export, such as Processing or Completed.  

When the export running completes, it is moved to the bottom of the list with a status of 

Completed 

➢ The Requested field lists the time and date at which the export was scheduled to be 

generated 

➢ The Start field lists the date and time at which the 

processing of the export began, and the Completed field 

lists the date and time at which it was completed  
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Generating an Export 
To export, select each desired export(s) in the Gen (Generate) column, in the order you want 

them processed. The exports are assigned numeric priority numbers in the order you click on 

them, not in the order they are listed in the header.  

 

 
 
After the exports to be generated are selected, press the Generate button, and the exports will 
be copied to the Export Management Queue. Your exports will receive priority numbers 

following the last export already in the queue. 
 

 
 
You may now leave the export center screen and do other work. Your PC is not tied up waiting 

for the exports to complete as the exports are being run in the background. 
 
As exports complete, the next pending export is moved up a row, with a corresponding increase 

in priority. Exports that are processing always have a Priority of 1, and cannot be altered. Once 
exported, they go to the bottom of the queue with a Status of Completed, where they remain for 
two days for historical purposes. The completed export information can be examined for a week 

back from today via the Export History report. 

Export Check Programs 

The export Center has two check programs that ensure each vehicle in the queue has had its 

log generated and is not missing copy.  

Log Check 

Each time you enter the Export Center, the system automatically checks that each vehicle within 

an export with a priority number or a check in the Gen column, has had its log generated in the 

Traffic system. If any vehicle within an export is missing its log, the export will be split into two 

batches, those that are ready for exporting (have had logs generated) and those that are 

awaiting log generation.  

 

The status of each export will appear in the “L” (log) column in the top portion of the screen. 
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Each status is color coded as follows: 

o Green- Logs are Generated for export dates 

o Red-  Logs are not Generated for export dates 

o Gray-  Log status is undetermined 

Copy Check  

Similar to the Log Check, the system also checks that each vehicle within an export that has a 

priority number or check in the Gen column has copy assigned to each of its spots. If any 

vehicle within an export is missing copy, the export will be split into two batches, those that are 

ready for exporting (every spot has copy) and those that are missing copy. 

 

Copy check can be generated at any time by clicking the Check Copy button.  

 

The copy status for each export is shown in the “C” (copy) column in the top portion of the 

screen.  

 

 
 

Each status is color coded as follows: 

o Green- All spots for export dates have copy 

o Red-  Not all spots for export dates have copy 

o Gray-  Copy status is undetermined 

Changing the Order of the Export Queue 

At any time, a user can click the Export Center button 
on the Jobs screen to view all processing, pending, 

and completed exports for the day.  
 
 

Unless you have special permissions, you can only change the priority order of your exports. To 
swap the priority order between your exports, you can click in the priority column and renumber 
each export to either increase or decrease its position in the queue. Once an export’s priority 

position is manually altered, all other exports for that user will be reordered. Other users’ 
exports’ priorities will not be altered. A manager can alter anyone’s priorities .  An Export with a 

Priority 1 cannot be altered by anyone, as it is currently being processed. 

Removing an Export from the Queue 

If you realize that an export is not ready to run after you have generated the queue, click the X 

in the far right column, and the export will go back to the header area until you regenerate it.  A 

user can only remove his/her own exports.  If given the authority to do so, a supervisor can 

remove any, or all, user’s exports. 
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Postponing an Export 

If you need to postpone an export, you can do so by clicking “Postpone all”. To access this 

feature, click on the green vehicle field in the upper portion of the screen. This will bring you to 

the Vehicle Selection screen. The “Postpone all” button is in the lower right corner.  
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Defining and Editing an Export 
Some users will be given the rights to define or edit an export. Those users may click on the 

“Specifications” button at the bottom of the Export Center screen, and the Export Specification 

screen will display. 

 
➢ Select the type of Export you are defining from the Export dropdown  

➢ Enter a descriptive name (up to 50 characters) in the Name column 

➢ In the Last Export Date column, enter the end date of the last successful export of this 

type, or, if this export has never before been generated, enter the day before the first 

date it will be run 

➢ Enter the number of days in advance of the log date to generate the export in the Lead 

column 

➢ Enter the number of days to export (typically 1 or 7) in the Cycle column 

➢ The Vehicle List column will tally the number of vehicles in the export (once 

determined) and display that number 

o To add a vehicle(s) to an Export: 

▪ Click Specifications 

▪ Locate the export whose vehicle list you wish to edit 

▪ Under the Vehicle List column, click in the green number field  

▪ Move the vehicles from the left “Vehicles not to be exported” box to the 

right “Vehicles to be exported” box 

▪ Click Done 

 

Click in the Vehicle List Column to define or edit the Export’s Parameters.  

 

Each export has unique questions to be answered in the Specification parameters screen, 

which are detailed in the Affiliate Export Center Custom and Specification Screens. 

Defining an Export’s Vehicle List 

The bottom portion of the screen is where you select which vehicles will be included in the 

export. All of the vehicles on the left side of the screen will not be exported; all vehicles on the 
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right side will be included in the export. Any vehicle(s) whose export parameters are set up in 

the Traffic system will automatically appear in the Vehicles to be exported box. 

 

To include a vehicle in the export, simply click on the vehicle from the side box and it will move 

to the right side. If you make a mistake, click on the vehicle in the right side and it will return to 

the left side. When all vehicles are selected, click the Done button. 

 

 

The newly defined export will now appear on the Main Export Center screen. 

 

Revising Exports 

Should you need to revise an export, click on the Vehicle List column to access the 

Specifications Parameters screen. From here, you can make any necessary changes. 

If you accidently add or delete the wrong vehicles to the export, you can click the Restore button 

to restore your list to its original vehicles. 

If your entire list of vehicles is incorrect, or the majority is incorrect, you can click on the Clear 

button, and all of your export’s vehicle list will return to the left side of the screen, allowing you 

to correctly rebuild the list. 
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Specifications 
You can control what the Export Center sends, and where the confirmation reports are stored in 

the top portion of the Specification Parameters screen. 

 

The bottom portion of the screen is where you select which vehicles will be included in the 

export. All of the vehicles on the left side of the screen will not be exported; all vehicles on the 

right side will be included in the export. Any vehicles whose export parameters are set up in the 

Traffic system will automatically appear in the Vehicles to be exported box. 

 

To include a vehicle in the export, simply click on the vehicle from the left side box and it will 

move to the right side. If you make a mistake, click on the vehicle in the right side and it will 

return to the left side. When all vehicles are selected, click “Done”. 

 

 

The newly defined export will now appear on the Main Export Center screen. 

 

Each export has unique questions to be answered in the Specification parameters screen. 

Affiliate Logs (Aff Logs) 

 
This screen covers all log exports. Select the log format you wish to export: the CSI Electronic 

Affidavit system, the Marketron Network Connect system, or Univision, and select the 

parameters that you wish to use for each export. 
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Clearance and Compensation  

 
Select the folder you want to save your files to (generally CSI\ProdExport), and select the 

vehicles you wish to include in the export.  

IDC 

 

• Send to IDC: will send your audio information directly to IDC based on the XML.INI 
definitions. You can verify the export by reading the results in the 
CSI\Prod\Data\Messages folder. 

• Generate CSV: will create a CSV file that can be easily viewed to see what was sent to 
IDC. The file is stored in the CSI\Prod\Export folder. 

• Generate Audio List: will create a txt file that lists any MP3 files that need to be added to 
the IDC directory location. For any advertisers listed, move those MP3 files to the IDC 
server. If there are no advertisers listed, you can continue with the Send to IDC. 

 

Select the folder to which you want to save your files (generally CSI\Prod\Export).  

 

ISCI  

 

• Unique ISCI: Produces a list of all the generic and split regional ISCI codes unique to 

each affiliate. If using Unique ISCI, two additional options appear: 

o By Vehicle: Lists all the generic and regional ISCI codes unique to a vehicle for a 

span of dates. 

o By Vehicle and Station: Lists all the generic and regional ISCI codes unique to 

each affiliate of a vehicle for a span of dates. 

• ISCI by Break: Produces a list of each spot to air for each station in log order with the 

generic or split copy, in break and position number order. If using  ISCI by Break an 

additional option appears: 
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o Program Segments: If program segments should be included with the export, one 

will be placed before the first break, and one after each other break in the 

vehicle.  If the last break contains nothing but Promos, no program segment will 

be generated after it. 

• ISCI Export Contacts Email: The ISCI Export contact in Stations screen -> Personnel tab 

will receive the ISCI export if checked. 

Select the folder to which you want to save your Files (generally CSI\Prod\Export).  

 

ISCI Cross Reference (C/R) 

 
The export is designed for split copy, but if you wish to include advertisers without copy splits, 

only generic copy, click “Include Generic copy lacking split copy”  and all advertisers will be 

included. Select the folder to which you want to save your Files (generally CSI\Prod\Export).  

 

 

RCS 4 or RCS 5 

 
Select the Time Zones to be included in the export. Select the folder you want to save your 

Select the folder to which you want to save your Files (generally CSI\Prod\Export).  

 

StarGuide 

 
Choose whether to send all spots or only those with regional copy.  

 

Select the folder to which you want to save your Files (generally CSI\Prod\Export).  

 

Run Letter: This is the last character in the file name, and allows multiple runs to be 

distinguished from one another.  
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Wegener 

 

• Station Info Path: The file path where the Wegener Compel import files must be defined. 

These files are used to flag stations that are using Wegener and to map stations to the 

correct receiver port. 

• Generate Wegener Export:Generates the file to be sent to Wegener. 

• Generate CS file along with the XML file: The purpose of the XML file is for 

troubleshooting to see what information was sent to the Wegener system. This file is in 

the export folder. 

• Run Letter: This is the last character in the Wegener file name. This allows multiple runs 

to be distinguished from one another.  

Select the folder to which you want to save your Files (generally CSI\Prod\Export).  

 

X-Digital 

 

• Spot Insertions: For each day on each station, Counterpoint sends X-Digital 

information that contains the program codes (vehicle name), hour number, break 

number, and position that contains a Regional spot, along with the ISCI code for that 

Regional spot. 

• File Delivery (Envelopes): The File Delivery Envelope is created in the folder on the 

X-Digital export screen. It creates the XML file that contains the unique ISCI codes.   

• Send to X-Digital: This sends the spot information to the XDS head end unit based 

on the information in the XML.INI. 

• Generate XML test file: This creates a test file that can be reviewed prior to export. 

• All Spots: X-Digital will send out all audio to be aired (Generic and Regional). 

• Regional Spots: X-Digital will replace generic audio information with copy split 

information. 

 

Select the folder to which you want to save your Files (generally CSI\Prod\Export). 
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Generating Partial Exports 
If some of the vehicles defined in an export are not ready to run, and it is desired to run those 

that are ready, it is possible to generate a partial export.  Click on the Vehicle 

List column of the Export to be split in the header area of the screen.  This 

causes a screen to appear that 

is similar to the Specifications 

screen, except that only one 

export’s vehicles can be 

altered; the parameters 

cannot be changed. 

 

The vehicles scheduled to be exported will appear on the right.  Here, the user may: 

• Move the vehicles not ready for export to the Vehicles: Exported Later box on the left 
side by clicking on them 

• Or, if most of them are not ready, press Clear to move them all to the left, and then move 
the few that are ready to the Vehicles: Exported Later box on the left side  
 

When returning to the Export screen, an entry for each batch of the split will appear in the export 

header list, and an X will appear in the far right column.  You can click on the X to undo the split. 

An export can be split multiple times, into as many pieces as desired. The parts not ready to 

export will remain at the top. When all batches have been exported, the export will show on one 

row in the header section with its total number of vehicles in the Vehicle List. The Start and 

End Export Dates will be updated. 
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Generating Custom Exports 
The Custom screen is used to generate the export with non-standard parameters, or a one-time 

export.  When pressed, a pop-up will appear asking which export should be generated. Select 

the export you wish to run and click OK.  

 

Please see the preceding “Specifications” section for information on how to fill out the different 

selectivity options for the custom exports as the selectivity options are the same. 
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Export Alert Tab 
The Alert screen can be accessed through the Export Center screen, or from the Alert button at 

the top of the Counterpoint screen. 

 

After logs are exported, each time a spot is moved or copy is altered, an Affiliate Alert is 

generated, in case some exports will have to be re-exported. 

 

Web Vendor Manager export type alerts will also be shown here. Web Vendor alerts will be 

indicated with the words "Web Vendor" in the "Action Req" field. Note: The Web Vendor 

Manager must also be enabled for monitoring using the Task Monitor system for these alerts to 

appear. 
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Deleting an Export 
If an export is no longer needed, its specification can be removed from the list by selecting its 

row and clicking on the Trash can in the bottom right corner. 
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Monitoring Exports 
After an export is generated, it will remain on the Export Management screen for two days for 

review. You may also run the Export History report, which lists all completed exports back one 

week from the current time.   
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Completed Exports 
When a Custom Export completes its status changes from Requested to Completed, and will 

appear in green if the export is not Custom. The date of the export and the number of days it 

contained is shown in the Export field.  

 

If there were any issues involved with the export “Error” will appear in the Status box. Click 

“Error” for a list of all results.  

 

 
 

An error doesn’t necessarily mean the export failed; for example one of the stations included in 

the export might not have been exported because spots had already been posted, but the other 

station exports went through. 
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Export Center Setup 

User Options  
On the Affiliate Sytem Main Screen, click  the User Options button and select the User you wish 

to give Export Center Access. (A special account must be used to alter these settings.)  

 

Jobs Tab 

The Jobs Tab is where you can grant, or deny, a user access to a particular screen. Decide 

what level of access you wish each of your users 

to have. This level is defined on a user by user 

bases. 

 

• Green allows the user full read/write 

access 

• Yellow allows a user to view a screen, but 

not make changes 

• Red disallows a user from entering the 

screen 

 

Restrictions Tab 

The Restrictions Tab adds a further layer of protection/restrictions to each user. Once a user 

has been given green access to a screen, you can restrict/control what they are able to do 

within that screen by clicking on the function’s name until it turns red or green. You do not have 

the option of giving a user view only access (yellow) in the Restriction Screen. 

 

In this example, the user can override the priority of all Exports in the Export Center Screen. 

Export Center Restrictions  

The Override Export Queue Priority allows a user to alter the order in which files are set to be 

exported if in green. If it is red, the user can only changes his/her exports waiting in the Export 

Queue. 

 

Export Specifications will allow or disallow a user to create and alter the exports in the Export 

Center. 
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Configuring the Queue 
The Affiliate Export Queue runs in the background, checking for exports every 60 seconds.  

Three Places to Run the Queue From 

The Affiliate Export Queue program can be run from one of the following locations:  

1. On the server,  
2. On a dedicated PC other than the server, or  

3. On a Client PC.   
 

Whichever way it is run, only one image can be running at any time. 

Three Methods to Start the Queue 
The Affiliate Export Queue program can be started either 

1. By using the CSI_Server program to run the program and keep it running. 

2. By using the Windows Task Scheduler program to start it and keep it running. 
3. By configuring a shortcut that can be used to manually start the program. 

 
We recommend using the CSI_Server program or Windows Task Scheduler because both 

methods can be configured to automatically restart the Queue should it ever stop. 

CSI_Server Method 

Add AffiliateExportQueue to the Section names field of the CSI_Server.ini:  

 

Example: 

SectionNames = AffiliateExportQueue 

 

Add the section AffiliateExportQueue to the csi_server.ini file, modifying the paths as needed. 
 
[AffiliateExportQueue]  

Enabled = 1  

WeekDays = 1111111  

Interval = 86400  

StartTime = 12:00am  

MonthDaysToRun =  

TimeSlot =  

;Enter the location of the program to run  

Exe = d:\CSI\Prod\EXE\Affiliateexportqueue.exe  

;Enter location of affiliat.ini file 

StartInFolder = d:\CSI\Prod\Data 

CommandLine =  

KeepProgramRunning = 1  

 

With these settings the Queue will run automatically in the background. 

Windows Task Scheduler Method 

Use the Windows Task Scheduler Wizard to create the task to be run. 
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Once created, right click on the task and select properties from the pop-up.  In the properties 

window, setup the Start In to reference the folder containing the Affiliat.ini file. 

Shortcut Method 

Create a shortcut on a PC that will be used to launch the program. 

 

The Target location must point to the AffiliateExportQueue.EXE in the Counterpoint EXE folder 

The Start In must point to the location of the affiliate.ini file (generally in the Data folder). Then 

simply run the Affiliate Export Queue and keep it running in the background. 

Monitoring the Export Queue 

Use the Task Monitor to monitor the status of the Affiliate Export Queue. 

 

Configure the Affiliate Export Queue with the Service of “CSI Service” or “Task Scheduler” 

depending on the service used, and set the Run setting to “Continuous” so that it is monitored 

continuously. 

 

 
 

For more info on the Task Monitor, please see Task Monitor section of the Affiliate Utilities 

document that is available on the Counterpoint website. 
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Affiliate Export Queue Screen 

When started, it will be minimized and shown in the task bar.  When the program is mouse-

clicked in the task bar, the following image will be displayed. 

 

Only the current export that is being generated and those exports waiting to be generated will 

show on the screen. To change the priority of an export or to remove an export which is no 

longer used, go to the  Export Center on the Main Job screen of the Affiliate system. 
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